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Shoot once and/or picture many times
(or both?)



The key word: „VALUE”
Why VALUE?

Local inhabitants „decide” on long-
term survival chance for any large 
carnivore population.  They need to 
accept them.
Standard arguments referring to
- Ecological role
- Intrinsic value
- Ethics
- Esthetics
have limited strength even if backed 
up by educational campaigns and 
scientific facts.



Is Conservation Advancing?
Where are we going?

Yes, but not in all countries



Tradition 
Generations that shared the living space
with bearsare are skilled to minimize damage
and they do respect them.
They also take the situation as granted.

Life-style quickly changing everywhere.
Tradition is not the guarantee for upcoming 
generations.
It is much harder in areas where the large carnivores 
recently recolonized the former range or were 
reintroduced.

Damage vs profit
The most promising acceptance tool seems to be the 
economic value.



VALUE - consumptive
• Brown bears are the excellent example 

how economic value can buy acceptance. 

Trophy hunting is undoubtedly limited 

to strong and stable populations

and requires careful monitoring

and compliance with international and national legislation.

• Fee that grows with the trophy size of the hunted bears

can provide staple income to hunting organizations

including the coverage of bear damage compensations.

• Such an income source hunters will not let disappear

• On the contrary the fear is that by artificial feeding

they may boost the population

over the natural habitat carrying capacity.



Examle 540 CIC points = 24.000,00 EUR



+ meat



HUNTING TOURISM on brown bears in Croatia
HUNT        N  (%) Other looses

Total removalPlan Realised Plan Realised

Year

2005 80 31 (39%) 20 21 (105%) 52 (52%)

2006 70 49 (70%) 30 36 (120%) 85 (85%)

2007 70 50 (71%) 30 8 (27%) 58 (58%)

2008 70 64 (91%) 30 47 (156%) 111 (111%)

2009 94 86 (86%) 40 24 (60%) 110 (79%)

2010 98 86 (86%) 40 33 (82%) 119 (85%)

2011 100 70 (70%) 40 14 (35%) 84 (60%)

2012 100 117 (117%) 40 31 (78%) 148 (112%)

2013 120 100 (83%) 30 17 (57%) 117 (78%)

2014 120 117 (98%) 30 24 (80%) 141 (94%)

2015 120 119 (99%) 30 25 (83%) 144 (96%)

2016 120 120 (100%) 30 16 (53%) 136 (91%)

Total 1162 1009 (87%) 390 296 (76%) 1305 (84%)



VALUE – non-consumptive
• Brown bears are (AGAIN) the excellent example how economic value 

can buy acceptance. 

• It has potential to bring many more people who will individually pay 
less (then hunters) but will stay longer and use wider local resources 
like housing, food, and buying vast of local products.

• Such operations also require high responsibility with strict regulations 
and careful monitoring.

• How both, hunting and eco-tourism, can go together in the same area 
we will illustrate on the case of brown bear management in Croatia
and within the curremt project LIFE DINALP BEAR.



Bears and tourism



Gudelines
Produced within
LIFE DINALP BEAR project

Requirements:
1.Training of guides
2.Sound protocols 
3.Safety 
4.Full information

Bear related eco-touristic potential 
1.“Bear watching tourism”
2.“Bear trails”
3. “Bear friendly” products.



To 
discourage



Bear watchng





Importance of not
influencing the bear
behaviour



Bear trail
• Group size 
• Movement rules
• Duration and length etc.

Rural living in coexistance with predators



“BEAR FRIENDLY” products



DISCOVER DINARICS web page

http://www.discoverdinarics.org/

Responsible beart viewing Encouraging local communities:
- „bear” tours and „bear friendly” products



GOAL: Bear has a recognized value!!




